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In this paper we prove an existence theorem for a special nonlinear total least
squares problem. We show that the optimal parameters of the generalized logistic
function exist in the sense of total least squares, provided the data satisfy the
Chebyshev's inequality. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .The generalized logistic function or asymmetric S function
A
f t ; b , c s , A , b , c, g ) 0, 1Ž . Ž .1rgycg t1 q beŽ .
Ž w x.is the solution of the so-called Nelder model see 10 :
gy
Xy s cy 1 y , A , c, g ) 0. 2Ž .ž /A
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The constant A ) 0 denotes the saturation level and the constant g ) 0 is
called the asymmetry coefficient. As for the meaning of this coefficients,
w x Ž .see 9 . For g s 1 the model 2 becomes the well known logistic model.
The generalized logistic model occurs frequently in various applied
Ž w x. Ž w x. Ž w x.areas, such as biology see 10 , marketing see 3 , economics see 9 ,
w xetc. Some other generalizations of the logistic model can be seen in 15 or
w x11 . Most of these models follow from the generalized growth equation. It
w xwas shown in 16 the cases in which the solution of the generalized growth
equation can be expressed in terms of elementary functions. The parame-
Ž .ters b and c of the function 1 have to be estimated from the experimen-
Ž .tal data p , t , f , i s 1, . . . , m, where t denotes the values of indepen-i i i i
dent variable, f denotes the respective function value, and p ) 0 is thei i
data weight.
There are several known methods for estimating the parameters. The
one used most frequently in scientific and engineering research is the
Ž . w xordinary least squares LS method. In 8 the existence of the optimal
w w Ž .parameters b and c was shown for the generalized logistic function 1
w xin the sense of LS, under considerably weaker conditions than in 14 . In
addition to the natural condition 0 - f - A, i s 1, . . . , m, the only thingi
required was that the data satisfy the Chebyshev inequality
m m m m
p t f p y p t p f ) 0. 3Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýi i i i i i i i
is1 is1 is1 is1
w x Ž .In 13 it was shown that the data p , t , f , i s 1, . . . , m, satisfy thei i i
Ž .Chebyshev inequality 3 if and only if the slope of the associated linear
trend is positive. In this case, one says that the data have the property of
preponderant increase. There are various numerical methods with which
one can obtain an approximation, in the sense of LS, of the parameters bw
w Ž w x.and c see 2, 4 .
In those cases when considerable errors in the independent as well as
the dependent variable occur, the ordinary least squares approach is often
inappropriate, because all errors are attributed to the dependent variable.
If the errors are independently and identically distributed with zero mean
and common variance, then it seems reasonable to estimate the parame-
ters b and c by minimizing the sum of squared orthogonal distances
Žbetween each data point and the curve described by the equation see
. Ž .Fig. 1 . This estimation procedure is known as total least squares TLS . In
statistical literature the TLS method is known as orthogonal regression or
errors-in-¤ariables regression. In the field of numerical analysis, the TLS
w xproblem was first studied by Golub and Van Loan 5 .
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Ž . Ž .FIG. 1. a Ordinary least squares. b Total least squares.
The TLS approach is particularly useful if the primary goal is the
estimation of the parameters in the model, and not the projection. Such
situations occur frequently in medicine, econometrics, system identifica-
tion, signal processing, acoustics, geology, etc.
Since in the case of the TLS problem one has to deal with a large
number of independent variables, special numerical methods for finding
Ž w x.the optimal parameters were designed see, e.g., 1, 12 .
w xSurveys of results obtained by the TLS approach can be found in 6
w xand 7 .
In this paper we prove the existence of the optimal parameters bw and
w Ž .c of the generalized logistic function 1 in the sense of TLS. We show
that, similarly as in the LS case, it suffices that the data satisfy the
Ž .Chebyshev inequality 3 .
2. THE EXISTENCE PROBLEM FOR THE OPTIMAL
PARAMETERS OF THE GENERALIZED
LOGISTIC FUNCTION
Ž .We are given the data p , t , f , i s 1, . . . , m, where the numbers p arei i i i
some positive weights and t - t - ??? - t . Furthermore, since the1 2 m
numbers f usually denote the quantity of something, we assume thati
f , . . . , f ) 0, as well as the natural condition 0 - f - A, i s 1, . . . , m.1 m i
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Ž .Consider the class of functions of the type 1 , where A ) 0 and g ) 0
are constants. We ask the following question:
Ž . Ž w w w.QUESTION 1. Does there exist an m q 2 -tuple of numbers b , c , d
g B = R m, such that
F bw , cw , dw s inf F b , c, d , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
mŽ .b , c , d gB=R
Ž . 2 4where B s b, c g R : b ) 0, c ) 0 and
2m1 A
2F b , c, d s p f y q d ?Ž . Ý i i i1rgž /2 1 q b exp ycg t q dŽ .Ž .is1 Ž .i i
5Ž .
The following example shows that, in general, the answer to Question 1
is negative.
Ž g .EXAMPLE 1. Let f s 1, i s 1, . . . , m. Then F A y 1, 0, 0 s 0. Sincei
Ž . Ž . mF b, c, d G 0 for all b, c, d g B = R , this means that the functional F
Ž g .attains its global minimum at the point A y 1, 0, 0 . But in this example
the functional F does not have a global minimum on the set B = R m.
Ž w w w. Ž w w w. m Ž .Namely, if F b , c , d s 0, b , c , d g B = R , then from 5 one
easily obtains
1 bw
wt s ln , d s 0, i s 1, . . . , m ,i iw gž /c g A y 1
which contradicts the condition t - t - ??? - t .1 2 m
Therefore, to guarantee the existence of a minimum of the functional F
m Ž .on the set B = R , it is necessary to require that the data p , t , f ,i i i
i s 1, . . . , m, satisfy some additional conditions. In this paper we show that
Ž .it suffices that the data satisfy the Chebyshev inequality 3 .
Remark 1. By an appropriate translation of the coordinate system we
can transform our problem into an equivalent one having t s positive. It isi
enough to substitute
t s T q t , I s 1, . . . , m ,i i
where T ) yt . After this transformation we have1
0 - t - t - ??? - t ,1 2 m
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Ž .and the Chebyshev's inequality 3 transforms into the equality
m m m m
p t f p y p t p f ) 0.Ý Ý Ý Ýi i i i i i i i
is1 is1 is1 is1
The functional F takes the form
F b , c, d s F b , c, dŽ . Ž .
2m1 A
2s p f y q d ,Ý i i i1rgž /2 1 q b exp ycg t q dŽ .Ž .is1 Ž .i i
where b s becg T. The functional F is of the same type as F, and since the
Ž . Ž .map b, c ‹ b , c is a bijection of B onto B, our problem is equivalent
Ž .to the following one: Does there exist an m q 2 -tuple of numbers
Ž w w w. mb , c , d g B = R , such that
F b w , cw , dw s inf F b , c, d ?Ž . Ž .
mŽ .b , c , d gB=R
3. THE OPTIMAL PARAMETERS EXISTENCE THEOREM
We have the following theorem
Ž .THEOREM 1. Let the data p , t , f , i s 1, . . . , m, be gi¤en. If 0 - f -i i i i
Ž .A, i s 1, . . . , m, and if the data fulfill Chebyshe¤ 's inequality 3 , then there
Ž . Ž w w w. mexists an m q 2 -tuple b , c , d g B = R which minimizes the func-
Ž . mtional F defined by 5 on B = R .
Proof. By Remark 1 we can assume that 0 - t - t - ??? - t . Let1 2 m
 4F denote the restriction of the functional F to the set B = 0 , whereB
Ž . m Ž .0 s 0, . . . , 0 g R . From 5 we obtain
2m1 A
F b , c s F b , c, 0 s p f y .Ž . Ž . ÝB i i 1rg2 1 q b exp ycg tŽ .Ž .is1 i
m Ž .Ž m .Denote v [ Ý p , f [ 1rv Ý p f . We investigate the firstis1 i p is1 i i
behavior of the functional F on the boundary › B s G j G of the setB 1 2
Ž .B see Fig. 2 , where
G s b , c g B: c s 0 , G s b , c g B: b s 0 .Ž . Ž . 4  41 2
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FIG. 2. The behavior of the function F on the boundary › B of the set B.B
For this we use the gradient of the functional F :B
› FB
m A› b
grad F s s A p f yÝB i i 1rg› F ž /B 1 q b exp ycg tŽ .Ž .is1 i
› c
exp ycg tŽ . 1rgi
= . 6Ž .1rgq1 ybti1 q b exp ycg tŽ .Ž .i
The restriction of the functional F to the set G isB 1
2m1 A
b ‹ F b , 0 s p f y .Ž . ÝB i i 1rg2 1 q bŽ .is1
Ž .The function b ‹ F b, 0 attains its global minimumB
m
1 12 2F b , 0 s p f y v fŽ . ÝB 0 i i p2 2
is1
Ž .gat the point b s Arf y 1. Therefore,0 p
F b , 0 F F b , 0 ;b G 0 . 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .B 0 B
Ž . Ž .By 6 the gradient of the functional F at the point b , 0 equalsB 0
› FB
b , 0Ž .0› b
grad F b , 0 sŽ .B 0 › FB
b , 0Ž .0› c
mA A 1rg
s p f y .Ý i i1rgq1 1rg yb tž / 0 i1 q b 1 q bŽ . Ž .is10 0
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Ž .1rg Ž .Ž .Since Ar 1 q b s f , one can easily show that › F r› b b , 0 s 0.0 p B 0
Ž .Furthermore, using the Chebyshev inequality 3 , we obtain
m m› F Ab AB 0
b , 0 s p t y p t fŽ . Ý Ý0 i i i i i1rgq1 1rg› c 1 q b 1 q bŽ . Ž . is1 is10 0
m m mAb Ý p f0 is1 i is p t y p t f - 0.Ý Ýi i i i im1rgq1 ž /Ý p1 q bŽ . is1 i is1 is10
Ž . Ž .From here we conclude that there exists a point b , c g B see Fig. 2Ã0
such that
F b , c - F b , 0 . 8Ž . Ž .Ž .ÃB 0 B 0
Ž . Ž .From 7 and 8 we obtain the inequality
F b , c - F b , 0 ;b G 0 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ÃB 0 B
i.e.,
F b , c, 0 - F b , 0, 0 ;b G 0 . 9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã0
This means that the functional F cannot attain its infimum on the set
G = R m.1
The restriction of the functional F to the set G is the constantB 2
m
21c ‹ F 0, c s p f y A .Ž . Ž .ÝB i i2
is1
Furthermore, for every c G 0 we have
m m m
1 2 2F 0, c s p f y 2 A p f q A pŽ . Ý Ý ÝB i i i i i2 ž /
is1 is1 is1
m
1 12 2 2 2s p f y v f q A v y 2 Av f q v fŽ .Ý i i p p p2 2ž /
is1
21s F b , 0 q v A y f G F b , 0 ) F b , c .Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃŽ .B 0 p B 0 B 02
Therefore,
F 0, c, 0 ) F b , c, 0 , 10Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã0
which means that the functional F cannot attain its infimum on the set
m w xG = R . The above proof parallels the one in 8 .2
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Ž n. mSince F G 0, there exists a sequence b , c , d in B = R such thatn n
lim F b , c , dn s inf F b , c, d \ F .Ž .Ž .n n 0mn“‘ Ž .b , c , d gB=R
Ž n. Ž n. Ž n. Ž .The sequence d , d , . . . , d is bounded. Otherwise, by 5 we would1 2 m
Ž n.have lim sup F b , c , d s ‘, which contradicts the assumption that then n
Ž Ž n..sequence F b , c , d converges.n n
Without loss of generality, by the Bolzano]Weierstrass theorem, we may
Žassume that this sequence is convergent otherwise we take convergent
.subsequences . Let
lim d n s d w , lim d n s d w , . . . , lim d n s d w .1 1 2 2 m m
n“‘ n“‘ n“‘
Ž .We are going to show that the sequence b , c is bounded. We proven n
Ž .this by contradiction. Suppose the sequence b , c is unbounded. Thenn n
only one of the following three cases can occur:
Ž . Ž .1. b is unbounded and c is a bounded sequence.n n
Ž . Ž .2. b is bounded and c is an unbounded sequence.n n
Ž . Ž .3. both b and c are unbounded sequences.n n
Without loss of generality, by taking appropriate subsequences if neces-
sary, the above three cases are:
Ž . Ž w . .1. b “ ‘ & ’c g 0, ‘ , c “ c ,Ä Än n
Ä ÄŽ w . . Ž .2. ’b g 0, ‘ , b “ b & c “ ‘ ,n n
Ž . Ž .3. b “ ‘ & c “ ‘ .n n
In each of these cases we are going to find a point in B = R m in which
Ž n.the functional F attains a value which is smaller than lim F b , c , dn“‘ n n
Ž .ms inf F b, c, d \ F , thus showing that none of these threeŽb, c, d .g B=R 0
cases is possible.
w .Case 1. For b “ ‘ and c “ c g 0, ‘ we haveÄn n
A
lim s 0, i s 1, . . . , m ,1rgmn“‘ 1 q b exp yc g t q dŽ .Ž .n n i i
and therefore
m m
21 1n 2 w 2lim F b , c , d s p f q d G p f \ F .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn n i i i i i 12 2
n“‘ is1 is1
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Ž .F is not the infimum of the functional F, because at the point b , c, 0 itÃ1 0
Ž .attains a smaller value than F . Namely, by 9 we have1
2 F y F b , c, 0 ) 2 F y F b , 0, 0Ž .Ž .Ã1 0 1 0
m m
2 2 2 2s p f y p f y v f s v f ) 0.Ý Ýi i i i p pž /
is1 is1
Ä w .  4Case 2. Let b “ b g 0, ‘ and c “ ‘. Denote M [ 1, . . . , m andn n
bn
I s i g M : lim s 0 ,0 n½ 5exp c g t q dn“‘ Ž .Ž .n i i
bn
I s i g M : lim s L / 0 ,L in½ 5exp c g t q dn“‘ Ž .Ž .n i i
bn
I s i g M : lim s ‘ .‘ n½ 5exp c g t q dn“‘ Ž .Ž .n i i
Note that the sets I , I , and I are pairwise disjoint and that M s I j0 L ‘ 0
I j I .L ‘
Ž .a If I j I s B, thenL ‘
A
lim s A , i s 1, . . . , m.1rgnn“‘ 1 q b exp yc g t q dŽ .Ž .n n i i
In this case
m
21nlim F b , c , d s p f y A .Ž .Ž . Ýn n i i2
n“‘ is1
Ž .By 10 we conclude that in this way we can obtain the infimum of the
functional F.
Ž .b If I j I / B, thenL ‘
t q d w F 0 ; i g I j I . 11Ž .i i L ‘
w Ž Ž Ž n...Namely, if t q d ) 0, we have lim b rexp c g t q d s 0, whichi i n“‘ n n i i
Ž . wmeans that i g I . Because t ) 0, it follows from 11 that d - 0 and0 i i
w < w < wyd G t . Furthermore, since t y t r2 ) 0 we obtain d s yd G t )i i i i i i i
t y t r2 ) 0. Hencei 1
2t2 1wd ) t y , i g I j I . 12Ž .i i L ‘ž /2
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Ž .Using 12 , in this case we obtain
21 1 A2nlim F b , c , d s p f y A q p f yŽ .Ž . Ý Ýn n i i i i 1rg2 2n“‘ 1 q LŽ .igI igI i0 L
1 22 wq p f q dŽ .Ý i i i2 igI‘
21 1 t12
) p f y A q p t y \ FŽ .Ý Ýi i i i 2ž /2 2 2igI igI jI0 l ‘
13Ž .
Let us show that in this case also there is a point in B = R m, at which
Ž n.the value of the functional F is smaller than lim F b , c , d . To don“‘ n n
Ã Ã Ž .this, let us define the functions b, d : 0, ‘ “ R, i s 1, . . . , m, byi
g
A t1Ãb c s y 1 exp cg ,Ž . ž /ž /f 21
14Ž .0, i g I ,¡ 0
g~ t 1 Arf y 1Ã Ž .d c sŽ . 1 1i yt q q ln , i g I j I .gi L ‘¢ 2 cg Arf y 1Ž .i
One can easily see that
Ã Ãf t q d c ; b c , c s f , i g I j I .Ž . Ž .Ž .i i i L ‘
Therefore
Ã ÃF b c , c, d cŽ . Ž .Ž .
2
1 A
s p f yÝ i i 1rgg2 igI 1 q Arf y 1 exp ycg t y t r2Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .0 1 i 1
2g
1 t 1 Arf y 1Ž .1 1q p yt q q ln . 15Ž .Ý gi i ž /2 2 cg Arf y 1Ž .igI jI iL ‘
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Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Let C: 0, ‘ “ R be the function defined by C c s F b c , c, d c .
Ž .From 15 we obtain
21 1 t12lim C c s p f y A q p y t s F . 16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i 2ž /2 2 2c“‘ igI igI jI0 L ‘
Let « ) 0 be a real number such that
F q « - lim F b , c , dn . 17Ž .Ž .2 n n
n“‘
Ž . Ž .Using 13 we conclude that such an « exists. Because of 16 there exists a
X < Ž X. < Ž .real number c ) 0 such that C c y F - « . From this and 17 we2
obtain
Ã X X Ã X X nF b c , c , d c s C c - F q « - lim F b , c , d ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 2 n n
n“‘
which means that in this case also the functional F cannot attain its
Ã X X Ã X mŽ Ž . Ž ..infimum, because we found the point T b c , c , d c g B = R where
Ž n.F attains a value smaller than lim F b , c , d .n“‘ n n
Case 3. Suppose now that b “ ‘ and c “ ‘.n n
Ž .  w w4a If there exists a real number a ) max t q d , . . . , t q d ,1 1 m m
Ž Ž ..such that the sequence b rexp c ga is unbounded, thenn n
A
lim s 0, i s 1, . . . , m.1rgnn“‘ 1 q b exp yc g t q dŽ .Ž .Ž .n n i i
As in the first case, we show that the functional F cannot have a infimum
in this case either.
Ž .  wb Suppose that for every real number a ) max t q d , . . . , t q1 1 m
w4 Ž Ž ..d the sequence b rexp c ga is bounded. Letm n n
bnwa s inf a g R: is a bounded sequence . 18Ž .c ga½ 5ne
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w  4Note that a ) 0. Denote M [ 1, . . . , m and
bnwI s i g M : t - a & lim s L ,L i in½ 5exp c g t q dn“‘ Ž .Ž .n i i
bnwI s i g M : t - a & lim s ‘ ,‘ i n½ 5exp c g t q dn“‘ Ž .Ž .n i i
bnwJ s i g M : t ) a & lim s 0 ,0 i n½ 5exp c g t q dn“‘ Ž .Ž .n i i
bnwJ s i g M : t ) a & lim s L / 0 ,L i in½ 5exp c g t q dn“‘ Ž .Ž .n i i
bnwJ s i g M : t ) a & lim s ‘ ,‘ i n½ 5exp c g t q dn“‘ Ž .Ž .n i i
J s i g M : t s a w , 4w i
I s I j J j J j J .S L L ‘ w
Note that the sets I , I , J , J , J , and J are pairwise disjoint, thatL ‘ 0 L ‘ w
M s I j I j J j J j J j J , and that J is either empty or a one-l ‘ 0 L ‘ w w
point et.
Ž w. Ž w w.If i g I , then t - a & t q d G a , whereas for i g J j J weL i i i L ‘
Ž w. Ž w w.have t ) a & t q d F a . Therefore,i i i
2 2w wd G a y t , i g I .Ž .i i S
In this case we have
21 A 1
n 2lim F b , c , d G p f y q p fŽ . Ý Ýn n i i i i1rg2 2n“‘ 1 q LŽ .igI jJ igI jJiL L ‘ ‘
m1 1 22 wq p f y A q p dŽ .Ý Ýi i i i2 2igJ is10
21 A 1
2G p f y q p fÝ Ýi i i i1rg2 21 q LŽ .igI jJ igI jJiL L ‘ ‘
1 1 22 wq p f y A q p a y t \ F .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i 32 2igJ igI0 S
19Ž .
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Let us show that there exists a point in B = R m where the functional F
Ã Ã Ž .attains a value smaller than F . Define the functions b , d : 0, ‘ “ R,3 i i
i s 1, . . . , m, by
1
wÃb c s exp cga ,Ž . Ž .
b0
g¡ 20Ž .1 A
wa y t y ln b y 1 , i g I ,i 0 S~ ž /Ã ž /cg fd c sŽ . ii ¢0, i g I j J .‘ 0
Ž .In 20 we take b s 1 in case I s B, and if I / B, we take b ) 0 to0 S S 0
be any positive real number satisfying the inequality
wŽ .a yt pg i ik wb ? Arf y 1 ) 1, where k s p a y t . 21Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł Ý0 i i i
igI igIS S
Ã ÃŽ Ž . Ž . .Since f t q d c ; b c , c s f , i g I , we havei i i S
Ã ÃF b c , c, d cŽ . Ž .Ž .
2g
1 1 A
ws p a y t y ln b y 1Ý i i 0 ž /ž /ž /2 cg fiigIS
2
1 A
q p f y .Ý i i 1rgw2 1 q 1rb exp ycg t y aŽ . Ž .Ž .igI jJ Ž .0 i‘ 0
22Ž .
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Let C: 0, ‘ “ R be the function defined by C c s F b c , c, d c .
Ž .From 22 we obtain
2 21 1 1w 2lim C c s p a y t q p f q p f y A F F .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ýi i i i i i 32 2 2
c“‘ igI igI igJS ‘ 0
23Ž .
The derivative of the function C is
g g
dC 1 1 A A
ws p a y t y ln b y 1 ln b y 1Ý i i 0 02 ž / ž /ž / ž /ž /dc cg f fg c i iigIS
A
q p D c V c , 24Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i i ib0 igI jJ‘ 0
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where
A
D c s f y ,Ž .i i 1rgw1 q 1rb exp ycg t y aŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 i
exp ycg t y a w a w y tŽ . Ž .Ž .i i
V c s .Ž .i 1rgq1w1 q 1rb exp ycg t y aŽ . Ž .Ž .0 i
For i g I we have‘
a w y t ) 0, lim D c s f ) 0, V c ) 0,Ž . Ž .i i i i
c“‘
and for i g J we have0
a w y t - 0, lim D c s f y A - 0, V c - 0.Ž . Ž .i i i i
c“‘
Ž . Ž .Therefore, for c g R large enough, the second sum Ý p D c V cig I j J i i i‘ 0
Ž .in 24 is strictly positive.
Ž .Furthermore, since by 21 ,
g
1 A
wp a y t ln b y 1Ž .Ý i i 02 ž /ž /fg c iigIS
wŽ .a yt pg i i1 A
ks ln b ? y 1 ) 0Ł02 ž /ž /fg c igI iS
and
g1 a
2lim p ln b y 1 s 0,Ý i 02 3 ž /ž /fg cc“‘ iigIS
we conclude that the first sum
g g
1 1 A A
wp a y t y ln b y 1 ln b y 1Ý i i 0 02 ž / ž /ž / ž /ž /cg f fg c i iigIS
Ž .in 24 is also strictly positive for large enough real number c.
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Hence there exists a real number c such that the function C ismax
Ž . Xstrictly increasing on the interval c , ‘ . Therefore there exists c gmax
Ž .c , ‘ , such thatmax
X Ã X X Ã XC c s F b c , c , d c - lim C c . 25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
c“‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since from 25 , 23 , and 19 one obtains
Ã X X Ã X nF b c , c , d c - lim C c F F F lim F b , c , d ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 3 n n
c“‘ n“‘
this means that in this way also one cannot obtain the infimum of the
Ã X X Ã X mŽ Ž . Ž ..functional F, because we found the point T b c , c , d c g B = R
Ž n.where F attains a value smaller than lim F b , c , d .n“‘ n n
Ž .Therefore, the sequence b , c is bounded. By the Bolzano]Weierstrassn n
Ž . Ž . Ž n.theorem, we may assume that the sequences b , c , and d aren n
Ž . wconvergent otherwise we take convergent subsequences . Let b “ b ,n
w n w Ž .mc “ c , and d “ d . Since the infimum inf F b, c, d can-n Žb, c, d .g B=R
m Ž w w w.not be attained on the set › B = R , it follows that b , c , d g B =
m Ž .mR . By continuity of the functional F we have inf F b, c, dŽb, c, d .g B=R
w w wŽ .s F b , c , d .
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